
What Is Azure? 
Azure is a comprehensive set of cloud services that organizations use to build, deploy, and manage applications through 
Microsoft’s global network of data centers. Azure offers interoperable cloud computing services, including open-source, 
standards-based technologies, proprietary Microsoft elements, and an extensive marketplace of 3rd-party solutions. Integrated 
tools, DevOps, and a marketplace all support customers to efficiently build anything from simple mobile applications to global, 
internet-scale solutions. Azure offers one of the most compelling cloud-based environments when it comes to scalability, 
performance, reliability, and cost-effectiveness.  

Why Partner with Atmosera? 
A company can choose to architect, deploy, and operate a cloud environment on their own. This approach requires in-house 
experts who can handle the complex issues related to architecting and deploying the environment so it performs as expected.  
It also requires 24x7x365 support and engineering expertise to operate the infrastructure, tools, and applications. Atmosera 
takes care of the architecture, deployment, and ongoing cloud services and all necessary capabilities to deliver a full 
infrastructure or platform solution capable of meeting the demands of a customer’s applications and data. This includes 
managing the compute resources, operating systems (OS), storage, networking and the suite of complex tools and tasks to 
ensure the proper operation of the cloud environment. Atmosera thoughtfully partners with the customer to ensure a 
successful outsourced solution governed by well-defined responsibility matrices and understood requirements. By leveraging 
Atmosera as a partner, our customers benefit from the ability to:

Atmosera Tiered Azure Management Solutions

Improve business focus 
Allowing Atmosera to assess, architect, and manage Azure 
allows you to focus on the core business needs while 
infrastructure and/or platform operations are expertly 
managed by skilled specialists 24x7x365. 

Access world-class capabilities 
Accelerate your organization’s access to leading 
technology, knowledge, tools, and processes by leveraging 
Atmosera, our partnership, and what we’ve built over the 
last 20+ years. We can help you modernize and leverage “at 
the forefront” technology for the benefit of you and your 
business. 

Accelerate reengineering 
Benefit from our 20+ year investment in infrastructure and 
platform management and our experience in systems and 
processes. 

Increase agility and speed 
With Atmosera you get a partner that is enterprise at the 
core with an eye towards innovation to remain relevant to 
our diverse customer base and within the technology 
industry. You benefit from a partner that allows you to be 
more flexible, dynamic, and adaptable to market 
opportunities. 

Refocus resources 
Allowing Atmosera to manage infrastructure 24x7x365 
allows you to shift your internal resources from non-core 
activities to activities with higher business value. 

Reduce complexity and risk 
With 20+ years of architecting, deploying, and managing IT 
infrastructure solutions for a wide variety of customer 
requirements, we’ve solved many problems. With Atmosera, 
you gain the expertise to handle complex infrastructure 
solutions and functions that are a challenge to manage. As 
a customer, you gain access to our entire knowledge base. 

Shift from Capex to Opex 
Moving to an Opex model more closely aligns expenditure to 
your customer demand and reduces or eliminates the need 
for large, stair-step capital purchases that may be out of 
line with customer demand. 

Avoid expenditures 
Working with Atmosera eliminates big upfront investment 
and reduces the need to invest capital funds in noncore 
business functions. 

Reduce costs 
Working with Atmosera allows you to take advantage of our 
lower cost structure and operational efficiencies that free 
funds within your organization for other projects. We spread 
the costs and investment in architecting, supporting, and 
managing IT infrastructure across hundreds of clients and 
this scalability and efficiency benefits each customer. 

Access technology and skilled resources 
Atmosera provides our customers an effective and practical 
alternative to building new capability in-house from the 
ground up.
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Finding the Right Tier of Managed Azure Services with Atmosera 
Atmosera is an Azure specialist with an extensive track record of deploying and supporting mission critical applications within 
Azure. Customers experience significant benefits through sophisticated managed strategies delivered using best practices. 

Whether it’s a fully managed, co-managed, or self-managed Azure environment, customers need choices for the oversight  
and management of compute, storage, networking, security, support, and engineering relative to a wide range of cloud-based IT 
solutions powered by Azure. Many customers have already made investments in people, technology, systems, or processes 
that may fulfill certain needs within the IT infrastructure management spectrum. As a result, Atmosera offers our customers  
the ability to choose the Managed Azure Tier that best suits their needs.

Self-Managed 
Customers need to be self-sufficient 24x7x365 to operate their compute, network and storage resources. Atmosera is only responsible  

for the infrastructure availability. The management of the OS, middleware and database is not included. 

Co-Managed 
Customers have a choice as to the services they want to perform and which ones will be handled by Atmosera. This creates a split 

responsibility matrix which allows the customer to retain partial management of the Azure environment. 

Fully Managed 
Customers benefit from having Atmosera manage the IaaS and/or PaaS services through the OS layer and, optionally, to the middleware  

and database layers. This includes a team of support admins, certified experts, and management engineers available 24x7x365 to support 
and manage the Azure environment.

Available With All Microsoft Licensing Formats: EA and CSP 
Atmosera provides these options via a customer’s existing Enterprise Agreement (EA) or via the Atmosera CSP licensing format.

https://www.atmosera.com
https://www.atmosera.com


Atmosera Three-Tier Azure Management Comparison: Standard 
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Function Description Skill Level Self-
Managed

Fully 
Managed

Configuration Planning and deployment configuration ADVANCED ✖ ◉
Configuration Resource configuration and policy management ADVANCED ✖ ◉
Configuration OS updates, upgrades, patches INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◉
Configuration Tracking/logging of configuration changes INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◉
Configuration Tracking/logging and reporting of configuration changes INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◎

Identity Authorization control ADVANCED ✖ ◉
Identity User access and identity management INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◉
Identity Change management NOVICE ✖ ◉
Identity Password resets NOVICE ◎ ◉
Deployment Auto-scale design and deployment INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◉
Deployment Troubleshooting ADVANCED ✖ ◉
Deployment Automation ADVANCED ✖ ◉
Optimization Capacity planning INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◉
Optimization Cost optimization INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◉
Optimization Resource optimization and right-sizing ADVANCED ✖ ◉
Service and Support Access to Atmosera proprietary intellectual property which 

facilitates deployments, monitoring, management, and usage INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◉
Service and Support Access to Atmosera Engineering for problem resolution ADVANCED ✖ ◉
Service and Support Access to Azure Architects on a proactive basis as identified 

by Atmosera ADVANCED ✖ ◉
Service and Support Access to Microsoft Premier support for Azure ADVANCED ✖ ◉
Service and Support Assigned Customer Success Manager (CSM) - quarterback 

across the entire spectrum of needs and services INTERMEDIATE ◎ ◉
Service and Support Access to Atmosera TACC 24x7x365 for support INTERMEDIATE ◎ ◉
Service and Support Response SLAs + SLOs that provide clarity, assurance and 

transparency of support model INTERMEDIATE ◎ ◉
Backup Managed back-ups and long-term data retention 

management NOVICE ◎ ◉
Visibility Aggregation, measurement, tracking, and reporting of all 

ticketed activities NOVICE ✖ ◉
Visibility System health and activity monitoring INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◉
Visibility Access to Atmosera’s service portal NOVICE ◎ ◉
◉ Included     ◎ Available     ✖ Not Available
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Atmosera Three-Tier Azure Management: InfoSec and Compliance

Function Description Skill Level Self-
Managed

Fully 
Managed

High Availability (HA) Architect and design to customer criteria ADVANCED ◎ ◎
High Availability (HA) Proactive runbook authoring and deployment ADVANCED ✖ ◎
High Availability (HA) Auto-failover and restore INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◎
High Availability (HA) Bi-annual failover testing INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◎

Monitoring Atmosera availability SLAs NOVICE ✖ ◉
Monitoring App performance monitoring  NOVICE ✖ ◉
Monitoring Infrastructure monitoring (standard: compute, storage, 

networking, firewalls, DNS, load balancers, etc INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◉
Monitoring Incident alerting and response management NOVICE TO  

ADVANCED ✖ ◉
Monitoring Log analytics and alerting NOVICE ✖ ◉
Monitoring PaaS MSSQL Database monitoring INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◉
Monitoring IaaS MSSQL Database monitoring INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◎
Monitoring Web site availability and performance NOVICE ◎ ◉
Monitoring Microsoft Availability SLAs INTERMEDIATE ◉ ◉
Security Firewall configuration and management INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◎
Security Intrusion detection and remediation INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◎
Security Ongoing security and risk assessment ADVANCED ✖ ◎
Security SIEM / LEM / FIM INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◎
Security Continuous Azure updates on security issues, threats or 

activities that may affect customer environments ADVANCED ◎ ◎
Security Anti-virus/anti-malware NOVICE ✖ ◉
Security Web application firewall configuration and management NOVICE ✖ ◉
Compliance Audit log management NOVICE ✖ ◎
Compliance Audit support ADVANCED ✖ ◎
Compliance Bi-annual penetration testing INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◎
Compliance Quarterly vulnerability scans INTERMEDIATE ✖ ◎
Compliance Audit-approved architecture ADVANCED ◎ ◎
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◉ Included     ◎ Available     ✖ Not Available
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